SECURED DISTRIBUTION
PRODUCT PROGRAM

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
THIS DOCUMENT IS THE EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY OF ACE GLOBAL DEPOSITORY
LIMITED AND ITS AUTHORIZED AFFILIATES AND ASSOCIATES (“OWNER”). THE
INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL, AND
PROVIDED SOLELY FOR THE USE OF THE ADDRESSEE OF THIS DOCUMENT,
(HEREINAFTER REFERRED TO AS THE “RECIPIENT”), AS DELIVERED BY HAND
OR VIA POSTAL MAIL, COURIER OR ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION. NO RIGHT IS
HEREBY GIVEN OR IMPLIED WHICH PERMITS THE RECIPIENT TO PHOTOCOPY,
CIRCULATE, DISTRIBUTE OR DISSEMINATE, EITHER VERBALLY OR IN WRITTEN
FORM, ANY OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THESE DOCUMENTS TO ANY
THIRD PARTY, INCLUSIVE OF ANY BANKER, FINANCIAL OR BUSINESS
CONSULTANT, BROKER, EMPLOYEE, ASSOCIATED CORPORATE ENTITY, OR ANY
OTHER PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH THE RECIPIENT WITHOUT THE PRIOR
WRITTEN APPROVAL OF THE OWNER. FURTHERMORE, THE SAME TERMS AND
CONDITIONS GOVERNING THE CONFIDENTIALITY OF THESE ORIGINAL
DOCUMENTS PROHIBIT THE GENERATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF EDITED OR
MODIFIED VERSIONS OF THESE DOCUMENTS OR THE INCORPORATION OF ANY
INFORMATION CONTAINED THEREIN WITHIN ANY OTHER DOCUMENTS.
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OVERVIEW
WHO WE ARE
ACE GLOBAL DEPOSITORY LIMITED and its affiliates and associates (“ACE
GLOBAL”) represent a leading Collateral Control organisation providing
sophisticated collateral control services using adequate credit support tools relevant
in respect of field warehousing and collateral management, secured distribution,
certified inventory control, certified accounts receivables, credit facilitation services
and related asset protection services, all to an international clientele through its
established network of global affiliates, associates, subsidiaries and certified agents.
The Group also conducts field audits, inspection and monitoring in emerging
markets.
WHAT WE DO
By employing the relevant ACE GLOBAL product program to the envisaged
operation, we ensure effective collateral control, expeditious risk identification and
risk mitigation expertise as well as continuous monitoring of the goods, through a
timely and accurate flow of information furnished to the relevant financial institution
throughout the duration of the financing. Our engagement as a risk partner enables
financial institutions to extend financing and credit facilities to customers who would
have previously been turned away and has the potential to enhance the credit limit
generally available to the customer. ACE GLOBAL in all collateral control programs
maintains what is known as “continuous, notorious, and exclusive possession of the
goods stored with it” and ensures that its operations meet the real test of possession
(that is physical control plus the intent to exclude others). This is critical in order to
render the bailment of the good valid and effective and accomplish an effective
change in the possession of the goods and premises.
OUR OBJECTIVE
This Product Program has been developed by our in-house team in order to take the
reader through the Secured Distribution services provided by ACE GLOBAL, identify
the basic advantages for the key stakeholders, provide a summary of the relevant
internal procedures to be adopted by the financial institution, and to categorize the
relevant documentation required in order to make the inter-party obligations
effective.
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SECURED DISTRIBUTION
INTRODUCTION
Secured Distribution is a specialized type of field warehousing developed to service
the needs of suppliers of goods who wish to retain ownership of the inventory they
supply, or to have a possessory lien on the goods constituting the inventory till such
time that the payments in respect thereof has been received in full, and to regulate
the delivery of such inventory to the Buyer.
ACE GLOBAL’s Secured Distribution services allow a party to maintain or increase
shipments to Customers who require deferred sale or deferred payment terms and to
control the financial risk involved in such transactions. Obviously, the ultimate goal of
both the Supplier and the Customer is the same, to increase sales.
For the Supplier, this goal of increased sales is often blocked by concern for the
financial security of the sale. This concern is an important factor because it is often
the underfinanced Customer who has the greatest ability to sell the Supplier's
inventory.
This typical conflict - between the goal of increased sales on one hand and a
reasonable expectation of receiving payment on the other - often makes adversaries
out of the Supplier’s marketing and credit departments. ACE GLOBAL’s Secured
Distribution services can therefore help alleviate this conflict by enhancing the
financial security of the deferred sale or deferred payment arrangement. With ACE
GLOBAL's Secured Distribution services, the Supplier can maintain control over both
the inventory he ships to the Customer and the accounts receivable generated by
the sale of this inventory.
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BENEFITS OF SECURED DISTRIBUTION
ADVANTAGES TO SUPPLIER
Clearly, placing large inventories at the Customer's premises under ACE GLOBAL's
supervision allows the Supplier to increase sales without concern for the financial
risk that would normally accompany such an action. The kind of aggressive
assistance plan offered by Secured Distribution can also have other important
advantages for the Supplier. With ACE GLOBAL's help, the Supplier and the
Customer are in a position to increase the availability of a given product and can
therefore compete more favorably in the market, achieving a greater market share
than would otherwise have been possible.
In addition, placing inventory at the Customer's premises can save the Supplier
warehousing and handling costs, transportation costs, and in some instances
property tax expense.
The Supplier’s production department can benefit by being able to plan more
effectively under a system that places inventory at the point of sale in advance of
selling seasons and avoiding such problems as adverse weather or anticipated labor
problems. Of course, the Supplier also benefits from the Customer loyalty promoted
by the kind of assistance plan offered by ACE GLOBAL.
ADVANTAGES TO THE CUSTOMER
For the Customer, ACE GLOBAL’s services provide an attractive alternative to the
often crippling costs of today's conventional financing. For any Customer with a
major investment in inventory, assistance from Suppliers in solving this financing
problem can mean the difference between the success or failure of his business. For
the under-capitalized Customer who may not easily qualify for sufficient financing
through conventional sources, this assistance may be essential. Through the
increased availability of inventory created by Secured Distribution services, the
Customer can experience a dramatic increase in sales. The Customer can also
improve service to his Customers because of his ability to deliver goods promptly.
Finally, the inventory support provided by the Supplier can result in a stronger
balance sheet for the Customer.
SECURED DISTRIBUTION SERVICES ARE TAILOR MADE
All of these benefits to the Supplier and the Customer can be realized through the
use of ACE GLOBAL’s Secured Distribution Services which are customized per
transaction. Under Secured Distribution, ACE GLOBAL's role is to take control or
possession of the inventories that the Supplier delivers to the Customer's premises.
By doing so, ACE GLOBAL can protect the Supplier's financial interests in the
transaction. Upon receipt of such shipments, ACE GLOBAL issues either Inventory
Certificates or Warehouse Receipts to the Supplier, and proceeds to release the
inventory to the Customer in accordance with instructions issued by the Supplier.
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HOW DOES SECURED DISTRIBUTION WORK?
The principal ingredient of Secured Distribution is a field warehouse service
managed by ACE GLOBAL at the Customer's (Note: Customer/Supplier depending
on who ACE GLOBAL is engaged by) premises. This permits ACE GLOBAL to
receive the manufacturer’s products into its possessions and hold them until they
can be delivered to the Customers in accordance with the terms of written
instructions given to ACE GLOBAL by the Supplier. The following steps are required
to be taken by ACE GLOBAL in order to secure the operations:
 Leasing suitable storage areas from the Customer.
 Placing locks on all entrances to the leased premises.
 Placing signs over the entrances stating that the goods are ACE GLOBAL’s
custody.
Once the warehouse has been properly inspected, ACE GLOBAL is in a position to
receive the Supplier’s products, issue warehouse receipts for the products, deliver
them to the Customer as instructed and report all deliveries on Delivery Order forms
as developed by ACE GLOBAL.
There are three general options available when implementing the plans which are as
follows:
SUPPLIER RETAINS TITLE TO GOODS SHIPPED:
Under this option of Secured Distribution, ACE GLOBAL's first step is to establish a
Field Warehouse at the Customer's premises. The Supplier would then transfer his
goods from his own warehouse to the Customer's warehouse by shipping the goods
to himself c/o ACE GLOBAL at the Customer's address. Upon receiving the goods,
ACE GLOBAL issues its Warehouse Receipt in the name of the Supplier and
becomes responsible directly to the Supplier for the proper handling and disposition
of the goods. The Supplier, the Customer and ACE GLOBAL enter into a Secured
Distribution Agreement which contains the obligations of the various parties.
Under this option, the Supplier retains title to the inventory until sold pursuant to the
terms of the Agreement, and, until that time, carries the inventory on his own books,
while the Customer shows nothing on his books pertaining to the inventory.
This option offers the greatest degree of security to the Supplier in the event the
Customer becomes bankrupt.
CUSTOMER PLEDGES INVENTORY AS SECURITY FOR ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
TO SUPPLIER:
Under this option, the Supplier sells the goods to the Customer and takes ACE
GLOBAL’s Goods Receipt Note on the inventory as security. Once again, ACE
GLOBAL would establish a Field Warehouse on the Customer's premises. Under this
option, as opposed to option one, the asset on the Supplier's books is an account
receivable (secured by a security interest in the goods), and the Customer carries it
as inventory and an account payable. In all options under Secured Distribution,
written agreements are entered into by the parties involved and ACE GLOBAL is
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always the party responsible for carrying out the Supplier's instructions regarding
release of inventory to the Customer.
SUPPLIER SELLS INVENTORY TO CUSTOMER AND ACE GLOBAL CONTROLS
INVENTORY:
Under this option, a field warehouse is not set up. In this case, the inventory is on the
Customer's premises, and his premises can now include display floors and other
areas that were not acceptable under field warehousing. ACE GLOBAL’s concern,
under this option, is the issuance of Inventory Certificates to the Supplier when his
inventory is shipped to the Customer and the institution of Certified Inventory Control
systems. Certified Inventory Control serves to control and account for the Supplier's
inventory while it is on the Customer's premises, but ACE GLOBAL’s Inventory
Certificates do not perfect the Supplier's security interest in the inventory. Under this
option as under the others, the Supplier may wish to further protect his interest
through ACE GLOBAL’s Certified Accounts Receivable Services.
WHICH OPTION SHOULD BE SELECTED?
The particular Secured Distribution service adopted in each instance depends upon
the Supplier's assessment of the Customer's financial strength and therefore the risk
involved in a deferred payment plan. In addition, the Supplier may choose among the
three options based upon the way in which he wishes to account for any inventory
shipped under the ACE GLOBAL plan. He may wish to treat such shipments as
sales secured by inventory (options 2 and 3), or merely as an inventory transfer with
the sale taking place pursuant to the terms of the Agreement (option 1). In any case,
ACE GLOBAL Secured Distribution services provide the necessary safeguards.
WAREHOUSE APPRAISAL & LEASE/ SUB-LEASE
ACE GLOBAL conducts its own internal inspection procedures and due diligence
checklist before accepting a warehouse for providing its services. A detailed
Inspection of the warehouse is conducted to ascertain that the warehouse is feasible
in all respects for conducting Secured Distribution services.
If the warehouse is owned by the Customer, then ACE GLOBAL is granted a lease
over the premises directly by the owner of the warehouse. Where the warehouse is
leased by the Customer, it is the obligation of ACE GLOBAL to ensure that the head
lease allows for a sublease to be lawfully granted to it by the Customer. This entails
making sure that the Customer has the ability to grant a sublease under the terms of
the head lease and that there is no objection/prohibition or restriction imposed by the
landlord. Accordingly, a Landlord Consent and Waiver Agreement is signed in
parallel to the sub lease document in order to confirm the landlord’s approval and
consent to the underlying operations. Where the head lease prohibits or restricts the
grant of a sublease, then it is advised to amend the head lease and to obtain the
express and unconditional assent of the landlord.
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SUITABILITY OF STORAGE FACILITIES
Storage Facilities must provide for proper care of the inventory and for preservation
of its quality. In this regard the examiner is to take the same position as if he were
considering the premises for Field Warehousing.
Dangers from fire might arise from the structure of the building, condition of electrical
wiring, inadequacy of fire control apparatus, poor housekeeping, the neighborhood,
remoteness of local fire department, proximity to incinerators, etc. If such dangers
exist they should be recognized and brought to the attention of the supplier and the
company.
Some goods require temperature, humidity, or aeration equipment which must be
adequate and reliable. The floor loading is a consideration with heavy goods and
wooden floors. Water damage is another potential problem, whether from leaking
roof, condensation, or flooding.
Anything which can be reasonably observed to be detrimental to the care or
preservation of inventory should be corrected, and the information brought to the
attention of the supplier, before the location may be approved.
LOCKING – ABILITY TO EXCLUDE OTHERS
Under Secured Distribution just like, Field Warehousing Arrangements there is an
obligation on ACE GLOBAL to control the storage, movement and release of the
Goods as per the Supplier’s instructions.
 It is essential that ACE GLOBAL be able to control release of the Goods and
accordingly, ACE GLOBAL must be provided with the right to install its locks
on entrances to areas where inventory subject to the Supplier’s interest is
stored, and to lock the entrances or institute whatever other control measures
(such as double locking) as are necessary to prevent the movement of
inventory when a ACE GLOBAL employee is not on duty or if in the opinion of
ACE GLOBAL, further releases of inventory would constitute a violation of the
supplier’s instructions.
 The locks used may be padlocks furnished by ACE GLOBAL, or any other
style of lock which is compatible with the ACE GLOBAL systems on ground.
Keys must be kept in the possession of ACE GLOBAL employees only and
the storage facilities must be conspicuously sign posted.
 Where required, there must be alternative control measures available to
prevent the unauthorized release of the inventory.
 If the inventory can only be controlled by excluding the supplier’s employees
and the supplier requires access to the inventory in order to process the
goods or otherwise deal in them up to an agreed minimum release quantity
without formal Supplier instructions, ACE GLOBAL should not undertake to
stop the deliveries/ releases provided the Supplier has so agreed.
DETAILS OF STORAGE FACILITY
Under Field Warehousing, the inventory collateral or pledged goods are placed at
premises which either belong to the supplier or have been leased by it, and there is
accordingly either a lease or sub lease granted by the supplier to ACE GLOBAL
directly.
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LEASE / SUB-LEASE
A lease or sub lease is a condition precedent to commencing the Field Warehousing
operations. If the warehouse is owned by the supplier who becomes the depositor of
the goods, (which more than often is the case under field warehousing), ACE
GLOBAL obtains a direct lease over the premises owned by the supplier, being
owner of the warehouse. Where the warehouse is taken on lease by the supplier,
ACE GLOBAL ensures that the head lease allows for a sublease to be lawfully
granted to it by the supplier and then enters into such a sub-lease. In addition, a
Landlord Waiver and Consent Agreement is signed with the landlord in parallel to the
sub lease document in order to confirm the landlord’s approval and consent to the
underlying operations. Where the head lease prohibits or restricts the grant of a
sublease, then it is advised to amend the head lease and to obtain the express and
unconditional assent of the landlord.

NOTE: It is important to note that the nature of the lease or sub lease will vary
depending on the nature of the goods / products e.g. dry, liquid, frozen, open
storage etc. and that it can be granted over the entire premises or only a part
thereof, provided that the section under control and custody of ACE GLOBAL is
clearly defined and identified in a floor plan.
LETTER OF INDEMNITY
As the actual operations may entail a number of third parties involved such as
agents of the Customer, transporters, processors, sub-contractors etc, and because
more often than not, the Customer is required to maintain continued access to the
goods in the warehouse, albeit under the supervision of ACE GLOBAL, a letter of
indemnity as issued by the Customer to ACE GLOBAL is essential and must be
obtained.
PROFESSIONAL INDEMNITY INSURANCE
ACE GLOBAL’s Professional Indemnity Insurance is one of the best available in the
industry, which indemnifies the insured against legal liability, costs or expenses
arising out of ACE GLOBAL’s operation including all ACE GLOBAL offices and
agents worldwide. This covers our client against professional liability for negligence
and/ or fraud up to USD 100 Million per occurrence.
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CARGO / MARINE / FOG/ FOQ INSURANCE
ACE GLOBAL ensures that adequate Cargo insurance, being a condition precedent
to commencing operations (unless otherwise waived by the Supplier) has been
obtained by the Customer.
This forms the backbone of the compensation structure under the tripartite Field
Warehousing agreement. Hence the Customer is required at its own cost and
expense to obtain with an approved insurance company, insurance for the Goods
during storage in the Premises as well as for the goods-in-transit. The insurance is
preferably to be in accordance with the Institute Cargo Clauses (All Risks) and in
respect of standard risks under fire and burglary policies, riots and/or strikes and/or
civil commotion and/or terrorism and/or malicious damage, and all other related risks
including misappropriation.
Additionally, ACE GLOBAL in light of its excellent relationships with several
international insurance providers, may be engaged for the procurement of
appropriate insurance for the Goods against all risks for either one or several of the
following segments of operations:
•
•
•
•

Pre-shipment including storage and transit
Marine coverage (vessel overage premium to be considered when applicable)
Post shipment including storage and transit
Full Outturn Guarantee (FOG) and Full Outturn Quality (FOQ)
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LEGAL DOCUMENTATION
The following paragraphs illustrate the minimum required documentation in order to
implement the tripartite arrangement and perfect the Supplier’s security over the
goods under Secured Distribution.

SUPPLY PURCHASE CONTRACT / PLEDGE DOCUMENTATION
The Agreement is entered into by the Supplier with the Customer and where
required ACE GLOBAL can assist in the review and preparation of such agreements
at the request of the Supplier.
SECURED DISTRIBUTION AGREEMENT
The Agreement is entered into by ACE GLOBAL (or a local affiliate or associate
thereof) with the Supplier and the Customer.
LEASE / SUB LEASE AND LANDLORD WAIVER AND CONSENT AGREEMENT
To be executed in ACE GLOBAL standard form.
LETTER OF INDEMNITY
To be executed in ACE GLOBAL standard form.
RELEASE / DELIVERY ORDER
The Delivery Order is issued by the Supplier to ACE GLOBAL. The terms of this
letter may vary as the Supplier sees fit, but essentially this contains authority
permitting ACE GLOBAL to deliver up to a specified maximum amount periodically
(weekly for example).
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ACE GLOBAL DEPOSITORY COVERAGE

Contacts
MENA
ACE GLOBAL DEPOSITORY DMCC,
DUBAI, UAE
TEL : +971 4 4539758
: +971 4 4539759
email: info@ace-group.net

SOUTHERN AFRICA
ACE GLOBAL ZAMBIA LIMITED,
LUSAKA, ZAMBIA
TEL: +260 211 291768
: +260 211 294711
email: info@ace-group.net

INDIA
ACE GLOBAL DEPOSITORY (INDIA) PRIVATE LTD,
MUMBAI, INDIA
TEL: +91 2228379495
email: info@ace-group.net

EAST AFRICA
ACE GLOBAL UGANDA LIMITED,
KAMPALA, UGANDA
TEL: +256 414 233 973
: +256 414 348 425
email: info@ace-group.net

EURASIA
ACE GLOBAL TURKEY
GOZETIM HIZMETLERI A.S.,
ISTANBUL, TURKEY
TEL: +90 216 474 17 55
email: info@ace-group.net

WESTERN AFRICA
ACE GLOBAL CI .SA,
ABIDJAN, COTE D’IVOIRE
TEL: +225 20 25 48 50
email: info@ace-group.net

